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1. THE WATER RESOURCES OF THE REPUBLIC~
A VAILABLE SUPPLIES AND ESTIMATED FUTURE USAGE

(1) The available supplies

South Africa lies in the drought belt of the globe~
consequently. it is a dry country. The west is. drier
than .the east and the lower the rainfall the more
unreliable it is. Although over the geological ages there
have been great changes, the climate of historical times,
that is for as long as reliable data have existed, has
in general remained much the same. The question
therefore is not how the drought problem can be solved
but. rather how we can make best use of the various
water resources at our disposal.

The average annual runoff from the Republic (i.e.
the average annual quantity of water that reaches our
rivers) is put at 52 X 109 M3 (20 million morgen feet)
per annum, or 143 200 X 103 m3d. (31 500 m.g.d. million
gallons per day). Because of unavoidable losses by
spillage and evaporation from storage, and the fact that
not all runoff can be diverted for use before reaching
the sea, it has been accepted that only 40% of the
runoff, or an average of 57280 X 103 m3d. (12,600
m.g.d.), can be regarded as the assured proportion that
can be made available for use through the provision
()fstorage. In this estimate the position with regard to
()urneighbour states has been taken into account.

Severalli1easures {;fm be applied, however, to enhance
appreciably the assured yield of our storage works.
Moreover, by application of the results of further investi-
gations, it may be possible to regulate a somewhat
greater proportion of the runoff by means of storage.
Indeed, it should be possible to push up the utilisable
surface waters of the Republic to about 50% of the
mean annual runoff, i.e. to 26 X 109 m3 (10 million
morgen feet) per annum, or 71 370 X 103 m3d. (15,700
m.g.d.).

To arrive at the total usable natural water resources
of the Republic, the potential groundwater yield must
be added. Unfortunately, however, it is not possible
at this juncture to make reliable estimates of the safe
yield of our groundwater resources. It is reasonably
certain, however, that i:\resent commmi:\tiol1. cO\lld be
doubled if sufficient were known about the occurrences
and replenishment of groundwater. For the sake of
conservatism the Commission has taken into account
only .the current estimated total abstraction of about
3090 X 103 m3d.(680 m.g.d.) from our groundwater
resources.

It may be accepted with a measure of confidence that,
given thorough investigation, research and planning .to-
gether with the necessary financial means, about
2.l4 X 109m3 (l0'5 million morgen feet) per annum, or
75010 X 103 m3d. (16,500 m.g.d.), can be made avail-
able from natural water resources.

(2) Present and expected future consumption

The future consumption of water will be influenced
py increasing population, rising standards of living, and
growing demands for irrigation water and by industria-
lisation and urbanisation of the South African economy.

Rates of increase in consumption for irrigation and
stockwatering have been fairly constant since the year
1910. By 1965 consumption for these purposes had
reached an average of 20985 X 103 m3d. (4,616 m.g.d.),
or 83·5% of the total water consumption throughout
the country. Expectations are that by the close of the
century, with current methods of utilisation, the '1otal
for irrigation will have become about 34 780 X 103 m3d.
(7,650 m.g.d.), of which roughly 32280 X 103 m3d.
(7,100 m.g.d;) will have to be provided from perma-
nently developed surface water resources.

Till recently water resources in the Republic have
been developed and used chiefly for agricultural pur-
poses. South Africa's economic development, however,
is conforming closely to the standard international
pattern-a pattern in which, during the process of
economic growth, contributions to the gross national
product by the primary sectors, agriculture and mining,
show a relative decline with rising per capita incomes
while those of industry reflect a proportionately steep
rise. This evolution will be accompanied by increasing
urbanisation and rapidly rising water consumption for
urban and industrial purposes.

In contrast with the use for irrigation, the increase in
the use of water for urban and industrial purposes has
not occurred at a constant annual rate. At 3'4% per
annum up to the year 1933 the increase was compara-
tively slow, but onwards to 1965 it accelerated to about
7%. If this growth rate is maintained, the water demand
for urban and industrial use will reach about 45 460 X
103 m3d. (10,000 m.g.d.) by the end of the century. If
the proportion abstracted from groundwater is main-
tained at the present 10%, 40900 X 103 m3d. (9,000
m.g.d.) will have to be derived from permanent surface
sources by the close of the century.

The adopted rate of increase in water demand for
urban and industrial purposes is indeed very high. it
has been projected linearly on a semi-log plot and
represents a 7% per annual increase rate over the years
1940-2000. However, since there seem to be just .as
many factors tending to increase the water demand as
there are working in the opposite direction, the Com-
mission feels the foregoing figures should be adopted
to! -plannlng -pu.!-poses.Ga\\o1,)'rugwater demands con-
stitute just one of those unavoidably explosive results
of incorporating a compound growth rate into an
economy. For purposes of medium-term planning,
actual consumption trends must be continuously re-
examined to ensure that adequate water supplies for
urban and industrial use are, as far as possible, provided
five years in advance. Similar studies are needed also to
ensure that long-term projections conform to actual
growth rates. If estimated increases in demand materia-
lise, total water needs will rise to 80 240 X 103 m3d.
(17,650 m.g.d.) by the turn of the century.

(3) Preserving a balance between supply and demand

Seeing tha1t assured yields in the Republic are esti-
mated at only 60460 X 103 m3d. (13,300 m.g.d.), with
a potential maximum of only 75010 X 103 m3d. (16,500
m.g.d.), the rapidly rising demands, if they materialise,
will exceed max,imum estimated yields even before



the close of the century. If account is taken also of the
facts that the available water resources are very un-
evenly spread geographically, thM three-fourths of the
runoff is derived from only one-third of the land area
and !that our most important metropolitan regions do
not happen to be located on major rivers, it becomes
evident that urgent regional problems may crop up long
before the close of the century.

Solutions to the problem may be sought along three
main paths. First, we mu&tstrive for improved methods
of development and utilisation of our natural water
sources. Secondly, we must raise the efficiency of current
use of developed 'supplies; the most obvious methods
lie in the re-use of effluents and improved efficiency
in the use of water for irrigation. Finally, we mu&tseek
ways of creating new sources of wa,ter; probably the
desalination of sea water would make the biggest con-
tribution. If the efficiency of water use for irrigation
could be improved to :rhe extent that the same crop
yield per morgen was maintained with a 25% reduc-
tion in water application and if municipal effluents
could be re-used in two cycles, the total demand from
natural sources at the end of the century will be
only 52300 X 103 m3d. (11,500 m.g.d.) as against
80240 X 103 m3d. (17,650 m.g.d.) without the improved
utilisation techniques. Solutions along these lines are
analysed in Part II of the report. If these savings
materialise there will still be a surplus available in
the year 2000. However, the task will make very sub-
stantial demands on our human and material resources.

(4) Food production and the use of water

In regard to most of the important agricultural and
hOllticultural products the Republic is self-sufficient.
There is every reason to believe that normal technolo-
gical advances in farming, supported by research and
ex.tension services provided by state and private enter-
prise, will suffice to maintain at least the present degree
of self-sufficiency till the end of the century wi,thout
the need of any additional dryland or irrigation land
for raising more of these products. In respect of a few
products,suoh as wheat (and also rice, of which little
is produced at present) it will evidently be necessary
to continue to rely to some extent on importation. If
State research and extension services were to lay greater
emphasis on these products, however, it is possible
that even in these products a greater measure of self-
sufficiency could be achieved than at present. This
applies particularly to wheat., On the other hand, it
seems fairly certain that importation will in general
be more advantageous than attempts to raise local pro-
ductivity if this entails opening up new Irrigation land.
In regard to strategic considerations it mus,t be recog-
nised that emergency situations effect not only impor-
tation sources but also export channels. In such events,
land normally utilised for export production would
become available to overcome shoDtages in specific
products.

In respect of some animal produotsused' for human
consumption, the Commission finds that p.roduction
indeed lags behind demand and that there is therefore
to a fluctuating degree dependence on imports. The
outlook is moreover that dependence on' impollts will
persist beyond the close of the century unless success-
ful steps can be taken ItOimprove productivity in cattle
farming. In South Africa, productivity, in ranching has
lagged behind that in agriculture and hOllticulture and
so there is reason to presume the potential exists for
appreciable improvement, 'among both Whi,te and Bantu

farmers, in the local production of foods of animal
origin. The State's agricultural research and extension
services should therefore give particular attention to
this aspect. By contrast, irrigation at present plays a
relatively minor role in meat production and whE'ther
it will contribute economically in future depends, among
other things, on future trends in the relative prices of
beef and agricultural products and in the people's
meat consumption habits. Moreover, in view of ·the
fact that South Africa's import sources, especially of
meat, seem to be reasonably assured, the costs of the
additional irrigation facilities that would be needed for
meeting ,local shortages of these products must be care-
fully weighed against :the alternative of relying on
imp0l'tation. For dairy products, especially butter, 1t
should be possible in emergency to find substitutes
without undue local disruption.

On the basis of experiences of :the past and fore-
seeable developments of the future, ,the Commission
finds it unlikely that eilther export markets or internal
processing industries for agricultural products will in
general 'offer sufficient growth potential to wavrant
according high priority to expansion of land areas under
irrigation. Exceptions to this generalisation are to be
found, however, in suchproduots as deciduous fruits,
citrus, leaf tobacco, sugar and wine. These products,
most of which can be raised under supplementary irri-
gation and therefore with relatively modest applications
of water, contribute substantially to the gross national
product and to the oountry's export trade.

The Commission's general finding is thus that there
is no urgent need to accord high priority to the pro-
vision of additional irrigation facilities for the benefit
of agriculture. On the contrary, the emphasis in agri-
cultural produotion policy should b~ placed on more
efficient use of existing production facilities and this
includes existing irrigation lands. The measures needed
to achieve this, such as continued research and exten-
sion of facilities, as a rule ,cost far less than ,the alter-
native, viz., !the provision of additional irrigation land.
To take care of possible emergencies, it might be desir-
able, if this has not already been done, to draw up
emergency plans for the switChing of land (both dry-
land and irrigation land) from raising produce of which
the, country has a surplus to raising produce that is
normally imported.

This finding should not of course be construed as
meaning Itha:t,except for the products mentioned, strictly
rio neW irrigation projects should be taokled to l1:he
benefit of agriculture. It is meant merely to emphasise
the principle that justification for such projects should,
in each specific case, be based on careful socio-economic
analysis, the weighing of costs and benefi·ts against
those associ<iJtedwith alternative allocation of funds
and of the water that would be demanded.

(5) A vailable water supplies and the future needs of
the most important urban and industrial areas

Industrial activities and population are highly con-
centrated in specific areas of the Republic, so much
so Ithat in 1960 ,the four most important metropolitan
regions produced no. less :uhan ,80% of the country's
manufaotured ar,ticles and provided work opportunities
for 78'5% of the industrial labour force.

Of particular imporU!,nce is the Southern. Transvaal
industrial complex, ,whiclJ..is responsible fpr. 45 % of
the Gountry's jndllstrial, •production. ,.This region is
dependent for its water mainly oIl the Vaal. The assured
yield of the present Vaal Dam is 2823 X 103 md. (621



ill.g.d.). By means of schemes already planned, for the
bringing of water from other catchments, for the pro-
vision of additional storage facilities wit'hin the Vaal
basin and for the application of sound management
practices, the assured yield can be pushed up to
11 820 X 103 m3d. (2,600 m.g.d.). With two-cycle re-use
of 50% of the water drawn from rthe system, it is
estimated that the total demand in the catchmenrt may
well rise as high as 9550 X 103 m3d. (2,100 m.g.d.) by
the close of the century. There will thus in fact be a
slight margin for future development. Although Ii,t
may turnout to be lower than indicated, predicted
usage for planning purposes can be established only
through careful study of consumption trends. Neither
demand nor supply can, however, be regarded as fixed
quantities but rather as quantities that can be influenced
by price and administrative policies. If there is a reason-
able decentralisa.tion of economic activity and the
appropriation of adequMefunds, sufficient water can
without doubt be made available :to meet the ever-
growing needs of our largeSitmetropolitan complex.

The Western Cape embraces: a second important node
of economic activity. Hswater demand is expected to
increase from the 1965 level of 245 X 103 m3d. (54
m.g.d. to 1 246 X 103 m3d. (274 111.g.d.) by the year
2000. If all available supplies are exploited and reason-
able re-use of sewage effluents is introduced, sufficient
water can be made available for the foreseeable future.
Thereafter, the desalination of sea water will provide
for future needs.

A third important industrial region is the Durban-
Pietermaritzburg complex, which is expeoted to grow
rapidly. It is estimated tthatwater usage will rise from
the present 455 x 103 m3d. (100 m.g.d.) to about 1 800
X 103m3d. (400 m.g.d.) by the close of the century.
When the catchments. presently being tapped have
reached full development and water has been brought
in from ,the Umkomaas, vhere will be sufficient water,
with efficient recuse, to meet requirements till the begin-
ning of next century and thereafter sources such as the
Umzimkulu and Lower Tuge1a can be exploited. In

: regard :to water the future of this region is therefore
assured.

Port Elizabeth-Uitenhage. is the fourth important
metropolitan zone. Water demands have risen sharply
during the· post-war years and expectations are that
usage will increase from the present 90 X 103 m3d. (20
ill.g.d. to about 730xI03mJd. (160 m.g.d.) by the end of
the century. The area is assured of sufficient water for
the foreseeable future and, being near the coast, can
always faIl back on the desalination of sea water.

Bloemfontein can draw adequate water for its future
requirements from the Caledon River.

To meet its rapidly increasing demands, the Witbank-
Middelburg area can obtain water from the Olifants
in quantities sufficient only till about 1980. Thereafter,
additional supplies will have to be derived from the
Steelpoort or elsewhere.

Fortunately, the largest of the Bantu homelands are
s.ituated on the eastern escarpment, which is blessed
with the country's richest water resources; water sup-
plies for the homelands anddecentralised border indus-
.trie.swilltherefore offer littlre difficulty. From the water
s.upplypoint of view, the Tzaneen-Phalaborwa, Tugela
basin, Richard's Bay-Empangeni, and East London-
King William's Town regions are all extremely well
:&uitepto large-scale decentralisation.

The centres immediately to the north of the Southern
Transvaal complex, such as Rosslyn, Brits and Rusten-
burg, will have to remain partly dependent on the Vaal.
Temba can be supplied from the Pienaars River and
the Pietersburg-Potgietersrust region will eventually
have to draw water from the Olifants.

II. MEASURES TO MAINTAIN THE BALANCE BETWEE'N
SUPPLY AND DEMAND-EFFICIENT MANAGEMENT
AND CONTROL OF THE COUNTRY'S WATER RESOUR-
CES.

As explained in chapter 1, unless the essential steps
are taken to plan the exploitation and augmentation
of our water resources, to conserve and re-use our
available supplies, and to manage and control our
resources in the most efficient manner, serious shortages
will be suffered somewhere before the close of the cen-
tury. Following on from Part 1, Part II sets out the
measures that must be adopted to maintain a continuous
balance between the available supplies and sharply
rising demands.

(7) Efficient storage of water

Attempts to raise the net assured yields of our
storage works may be approached from three angles:
first, the possibility of rendering a greater percentage
of river flow available for use by means of suitable
storage; secondly, the efficient management of available
supplies and, finally, the elimination of unbeneficial
water works.

Belonging to the first group are attempts to raise the
yields by planned siting of dams. A purposeful pro-
gramme should be launched for the investigation of all
possible sites where dams can be built in order that it
may be possible to determine with confidence the maxi-
mum utilisation of the runoff of our rivers. In the
selection of dam sites, special attention should be given
to the reduction of evaporation losses.

The second group embraces the application of advan-
ced control systems for the management of dams to
ensure improved yields. In managing a multi-purpose
scheme that has to meet competing needs within a
region, the aim must be the optimum yield and utili-
sation of the available water supplies.

To the final group belong attempts to limit the
numerous small farm dams that merely lead to unneces-
sary evaporation losses; construction of these should
be permitted only where the advantages fully compen-
sate for the concomitant evaporation losses and runoff
reduction.

The implication is that in principle there should be
some control over all dam-building to ensure that in
future storage of water will be beneficial to the country
as a whole. Such control must, of course, be exercised
in such a way that it will not be a hindrance to sound,
desirable agricultural development.

(8). Reduction of evaporation losses

Although the percentage diminishes from west to
east and varies considerably from place to place, on
the average about 27% of the water that our existing
dams can deliver is lost by evaporation. Reduction of
this loss will raise the assured yield of our storage
dams. Methods that have already enjoyed attention



include the application of protective layers to water
surfaces, the construction of larger and deeper reser-
voirs, the siting of dams in regions of low net evapora-
tion, and the storage of water underground. As evapo-
ration loss is much greater from full than from part-
full reservoirs, it follows that losses will be lessened
by operating reservoirs according to the variable draft
procedure. The application of correct management
procedures, especially where there are multiple dams
in a single basin or in separate interlinked catchments
where evaporation loss rates differ, can help consider-
ably to keep losses as low as possible.

(9) Underground storage of water and augmentation of
our water resources from groundwater sources

Where aquifers are located deep enough to avoid
losses through evapotranspiration and if leakage can
be eliminated, underground storage will permit us to
exploit more of our available water. Unfortunately it
is not yet possible to assess quantitatively the potential
contribution of our groundwater resources. It has been
proved, however, that there is no question of a progres-
sive country-wide drop in groundwater levels and grad-
ual exhaustion of groundwater resources. It has been
found that, although over-pumping is going on in a
number of areas with the resultant steady depletion of
stored groundwater, the underground resources of the
country as a whole are not being fully exploited. It is
essential that those areas where groundwater sources
are being or are clearly about to be overtaxed be
identified as quickly as possible and declared subter-
ranean water control areas. Further development in
such regions must then either be frozen or allowed only
under permits embodying strict conditions.

Over the major part of the Republic natural replen-
ishment of groundwater takes place every year. In some
parts, especially those with dense vegetation and sum-
mer rainfall, recharge occurs irregularly but areas that
enjoy no replenishment are very limited. The drying
up of numerous boreholes annually is largely ascribable
to the extremely limited storage capacities of the sour-
ces and to the fact that boreholes are injudiciously
distributed, with the result that as a rule the sources
are only partially exploited. On the other hand, there
are areas where the groundwater reservoirs are com-
paratively large and where total abstractions should
definitely be restricted to the average annual recharge.
Safe yields of such groundwater sources can, however,
be increased by artificial recharge. Judicious develop-
ment of groundwater sources can be achieved only on
the basis of comprehensive surveys and yield deter-
minations.Our knowledge of the groundwater resources
of the Republic is unfortunately limited. Only a .few
groundwater compartments have been fully surveyed
and the available information is thus quite inadequate
for any long-term resource planning.

(10) The state of preservation of catchments

There is a close relationship between soil conservation
and the harvesting of water from catchment areas but
the interplay is highly complex. Soil conservation is
promoted by dense vegetation, which inhibits soil
erosion, delays storm runoff and encourages infiltration.
Nevertheless, vegetation needs water to sustain itself.
Because of interception and transpiration, particularly
by dense evergreen forests or plantations and by hydro-
phytic plants in vleis, the total water yield and low
flows during the long dry seasons are diminished. Much
more runoff occurs from a bare soil surface but,

because of reduced infiltration, flood peaks are raised
and percolation, which feeds the rivers during dry
seasons, is decreased and the runoff is consequently less
sustained. Increased soil erosion from bare surfaces also
greatly aggravates the silting of storage works.

The ideal from the point of view of water yield thus
lies between the two extremes of the complete preser-
vation of the soil and the total exposure of the soil to
erosion. Optimum treatment for each region must be
decided according to local circumstances and the nature
of the vegetation. Plants that thrive during the rainy
season and are dormant during the dry season will have
a Jess detrimental effect on the low flow yield. To derive
maximum advantage from the available water and
associated soil it is important to create a cover of useful
and beneficial vegetation.

As a result of increasing water consumption,
evidently in the main owing to the intensification of
agriculture, some regions have, according to gaugings
over the past twenty years, experienced marked reduc-
tions in runoff per unit of catchment rainfall. Large
reductions, however, are confined exclusively to two-
thirds of the country's area, which yields a mere 15 %
of the runoff, and. therefore do not as yet constitute a
threat to the water resources of the land as a whole. The
phenomenon is nevertheless posing serious regional
problems for riparian owners along the lower reaches
of rivers in the arid parts of the country. In some of
the mountain catchments of the Eastern Transvaal,
large-scale afforestation especially of former grass-
covered mountain slopes on which the vegetation used
to be dormant for part of the year, has established a
dense evergreen vegetal cover and reductions in runoff
by as much as 30%. appear to have taken place. It is
important that more quantitative information be gather-
ed on the influence of afforestation on runoff so that it
may be established with certainty to what extent and
in which regions the consumption of water by planta-
tions can be regarded as a beneficial use of water from
the point of view of the overall economy.

The state of catchment conservation has an im-
portant bearing on the sediment loads in the rivers.
Where rainfall is comparatively high and vegetal cover
satisfactory, sediment loads are usually low. Tendencies
to soil erosion, with consequent increases in sediment
content of river flow, however, are in some areas
aggravated by the nature of the geology.

Measurements of sediment loads in our rivers reveal
that there are wide variations in the average percentage
of material in suspension from river to river. As a
volumetric percentage, mean silt movement seems to be
0·53 % of runoff, implying a total annual averagesedi-
ment load of 276700 X 103m3 (106,000 mg.f!:).

The deposition of sediments and manner of distri-
bution of the silt in reservoir basins greatly affect the
useful life of storage, the acquisition of land for storage
basins, and the costs of measures to prevent silting.

Apart from the great expense associated with the
raising of a dam to retrieve lost storage volume, in the
long run the major disadvantage of silting is that deeper
parts of the basin fill up the most quickly with.silt.
The result is that with each raising of the wall, for a
given storage capacity, there is an increase in the water
surface area exposed to evaporation. This means that
evaporation losses increase and, with continued raising,
become so large that eventually the basin is rio longer
of value as a storage unit. It is thus very important that
silting be combated asenetgeticaUy as possible to



ensure that our available water can be effectively stored
for use.

There can be no doubt that the best protection
against the silting of storage works is to .be accom-
plished by arresting at source the sediments that reach
our rivers. Correct land management is thus of cardinal
importance in the combating of siltation.

Regarding the state of conservation of catchments,
it lllUst unfortunately be confirmed that, in spite of
encouraging progress with soil conservation in limited
paw of the country, the condition of mctny of the

.i.11lportant mountain catchments as. well as of the lower-
lx~ngparts of our drainage regions is still highly un-

jsatisfactory.

According to the report on "Conservation of moun-
taiTIcatchments", which appeared in 1960, 14% of the
catchments were then in good condition, 76'5%
average, and 9'5% poor.

Subsequent observations in 90 of these areas reveal
that conditions in 16'6% of them have improved,
43-3% have remained much the same and 40·1 % have
deteriorated still further. The state of conservation in
lIlany of the lower-lying parts of our drainage regions
alW leaves much to be desired. In fact, there is scarcely
a single part of the country where soil and vegetation
have not to greater or lesser extent been damaged.

The mOSt important reasons for deterioration in the
state of conservation in many catchment and drainage
areas are to be found in the primitive and inefficient
~~rming practices still being applied in large areas of
tg\1collntry and the continued injudicious burning of
~0untain slopes, especially when accompanied by mis-

. .m;~JJagement and misuse. This unsatisfactory state of
atl'ifirs must be ascribed partly to the ignorance of the
inhabitants, partly to tradition, especially among the
I~antu, partly to lack of interest, and partly to the
proliferation of sub-economic farming units.

,On the question of burning in mountain catchments,
tl}(~Commission's opinion is that in the arid mountain
c@:;llments and mountain kloofs the advantages are not
\')lnweighed by the disadvantages, but that a judicious
rotational burning system in the higher rainfall parts-
excluding mountain kloofs-may well be justified.

. Clearly, as there is a general conflict between the
interests of individual landowners and the broad natio-
naFinterest, the Commission is of the opinion that the
protection of all important catchments is a matter for

..~h~¢h the .State must, in large measure, accept
~~~p()nsibility. It is in fact essential that the measures
pn.dertaken by official bodies to check soil erosion and
..tq.yffect stability in the potential water yields of our
¢atchmentsbe accelerated. In this connection water-
cO\lr$es(ieserve special attention.

... From the foregoing review of the various aspects of'
s?il and· water .conservation it seems ...that the two
corcepts are not always synonymous. The best manage-
mentof a catchment must in fact be a compromise
whereby as little as possible of the water that is not
b~illg beneficially utilised should be held back, con-
sjstent of course with avoiding soil erosion. To obviate
a plash, it is important that the work. on erosion control
byieo~ordinated with that on water conservation.

In Chapter 6 it was proved that shortages before the
close of the century in any of the most important

agricultural products in South Africa were highly un-
likely and therefore there seems no reason why any
region suitable for afforestation should be reserved for
agricultural purposes or why afforestation should be
restricted so that the water resources may be reserved
for future irrigation purposes. Normal fluctuations of
economic factors may in due course provide a decisive
answer to this but, in any event, the matter can always
be reviewed as and when plantations now established
reach maturity and are clear-felled.

Where expansion of afforestation is endangering
established irrigation or other water utilisation develop-
ments, however, restrictions should be imposed. Full
consideration should in any event be given to the
economic benefits of afforestation, the probable costs
of storage schemes to overcome water shortages and the
economic justification for expanded development.

A policy which has been applicable since 1934,
namely that of State acquisition by negotiation or
expropriation of mountain catchments deemed vital
for water conservation, should be retained, but steps
should be taken to accelerate the process so that the
most important mountain catchments can become State
property within a reasonable time.

In the transition period while mountain catchments
are being purchased by the State, as many of these
areas as possible should be declared catchment con-
trol areas in terms of the Water Act of 1956, and
should be managed with a view to protecting the water
sources.

To avoid clashes of interests that arise among various
consumers as the result of rising demands for water it
is desirable that the manner and purpose of water
utilisation within each catchment be timeously deter-
mined and that planning and subsequent action accord
with such determinations.

The Minister of Water Affairs could with advantage
invoke his powers under the Water Act to insist that,
where afforestation schemes have been or are about
to be established in catchment control areas, such
schemes be managed in accordance with conservation
directives laid down by him for each specific afforesta-
tion project. It is considered particularly desirable that
the Departments of Agricultural Technical Services,
Agricultural Economics and Markets, Water Affairs
and Forestry should make joint recommendations for
these directives.

Often referred to as "sponges" and presumed to
detain stormwater during the rainy season and slowly
release it during low flow periods, some vleis fre-
quently turn out in fact to be mere consumers of
water; yields would in most instances be increased
if they were to be drained and such vlei vegetation as
has no value replaced by useful crops. On the other
hand, many vleis do indeed provide good grazing.
Drainage of vleis is of course permissible only if
executed in such a wav as not to lead to soil erosion.
The whole subject derbands careful investigation.

(12) Control of flooding

Although the problem has never as yet assumed
major dimensions in South Africa, appreciable damage
is from time to time wrought by floods. .

Control of flooding is of importance in protecting
and augmenting our water resources from two par-
ticular points of view. On the one hand, appreciable
additional quantities of water can be retained in



storage through improved flood control and be made
available over an extended period; by regulating storage
on a variable draft basis beneficial use can· be made
of the water while, on the other hand, silting of storage
can be delayed.

Application of sound hydrologic and hydraulic prin-
ciples and promotion of soil conservation measures
can contribute to the solution of flood problems. Steps
should also be taken to control development within
the flood plains so as to obviate the damage suffered
during inundations.

Desalination of sea water to augment fresh water
supplies to development nodes along the south and
west coasts of the Republic will become indispensable
within the next two to three decades if urban and
industrial development is to continue. Current research
assessments of the economics of desalination hold out
promising prospects for production of fresh water from
sea water for urban and industrial purposes. Where
economic circumstances are favourable, sea water
desalination combined with power generation is being
put into practice in several overseas undertakings, all
of which at present use fossil fuels. It follows that the
discovery of oil and combustible natural gas at the
coast, as also the development of nuclear energy on
an economic basis, would considerably aid the large-
scale desalination of sea water.

Although on economic grounds the use of desalinated
sea water solely for irrigation purposes holds little or
no promise, the benefit-cost structure of a combined
power generation and desalination unit of the order
of 227 X 103 m3 d. (50 m.g.d.) capacity might well,
under favourable circumstances, become attractive for
indirectly assisting irrigation. In the western Cape, for
instance, desalinated sea water could largely relieve
the urban and industrial areas of their dependence upon
the rivers and river catchments and consequently pro-
mote the profitable irrigation farming of the region.

The development of economic desalination processes
would make possible the following-

(i) the unrestricted re-use of purified industrial
sewage effluents in a closed water system. In
an urban water economy, cumulative utilisation
will lie between 1'4 and l·g m3 (300 and 400
gallons) for every 0·5 m3 (100 gallons) of fresh
water introduced into the system depending on
losses in the water reticulation-sewage cycle; and

(ii) the reduction of mineral pollution of fresh water
sources and consequent increase in the usage
value of mineralised etrluents.

Research currently being undertaken by the Council
for Scientific and Industrial Research into the desalina-
tion of sea water should, in the opinion of the Com-
mission, be intensified in collaboration with other
interested organisations and placed on a 'feasibility
basis.

By practising multiple intt)rnal recirculation of water
and effluents in factory processes, the. fresh water
intake can be reduced by between 50% and 90%.
Furthermore, research work carried out in practical
situations has proved that factory production can be
pushed up by 50% to 100% without raising the fresh
water demand.

Between 60% arid 100% of the' fresh water intake
to factories and residential areas reaches the sewage
treatment works, and in a rather limited number of
cases purified effluents are re-used for a variety of
purposes. On the Witwatersrand, for instance, only
20% is re-used by industries and power stations.

As a result of the development by the C.S.I.R. of
advanced techniques for the conversion of purified
sewage to class A water, and the successful tra.nsfusion
into the water mains at Windhoek, it is economic and
practicable to establish the reclamation of sewage
effluents as an integral part of the water economy
within the urban and industrial areas and in major
towns. It is feasible to meet 50% of the water demand
from reclaimed water; two-cycle re-use is equivalent
to making available an additional 75% of the original
fresh water intake. It is therefore imperative that the
research work of the C.S.I.R. in this field be placed
on a feasibility basis in collaboration with other
interested organisations.

(15)' Further savings in urban water use

The domestic use of water can be reduced in many
ways without lowering living or health standards or
unnecessarily burdening consumers. It must be brought
home to them that even though squandered water can
be reclaimed, this requires additional capital outlay
and running costs. Substantial savings can be effected
by modifications in the type and size of toilet facilities,
improved water use methods, elimination of leakage,
and pressure re,gulation at distribution points.

Experience has also proved that water consumption
invariably declines when individual metering is intro-
duced and each family pays according to quantity used.
An appreciable reduction in water use can be effected
by installing individual water meters for all industrial
and domestic consull1ers, including individual flats and
non-White dwellings.

Largeerven and ,gardens, which have in the past
been traditional in South Africa, also promote the
excessive use of water. In areas where inordinately
large quantities of water are· needed to maintain
gardens, plots will in future have to be restricted to
reasonable size.

(16) Prevention of pollution

Pollution of the Republic's rivers, through the dis-
charging of industrial and domestic sewage effluents
and the shedding of stormwater from urban, industrial
and mining areas and from cultivated, irrigated and
over-grazed lands and through seepage from irrigation
areas,h~s .already, to a greater or lesser degree, detri-
mentally affected fresh water sources. Pollution by
mineral salts, particularly those derived from irrigation
seepages, industrial and mining effluents, and storm
runoff from mining areas, has already created serious
problems.

In sQme of the Republic:s urban and industrial areas
.,-for jnstance, the WitW1itersranct.regioll-the capacity
of rivers ~oJimit the.clelet!frioti~.effects of mineral polIu-
tionby .dilution. has reach~d breakingpoillt. It has
accordingly become essential to protyct the Republic's
fresh ~ater sourc~s in regions where mineral pollution
has assumed serious proportions. This can perhaps
best be aCGomplishedby creating closed saline water
control systems, planned in such a way that the waters
are used for recreational. industrial and other purposes
that do not demand mineral-free wateLMoreover,



@s~bodies. of. water can be planned as sources for
~p~oquctiondeminera1isation plants.

m:gst' e~ectiye •.means of •controllfug pollution
}lstrial.and domestic sewage eff1uepts lies in the
'.gfwater and the rec1alUation of\)ffluents. The
'p,pollution load in industrial effluents can be

lyilUy removed if mixed with domestic sewage
~~~.tl"Wtwo types of waste purified in conventional
~Y"!Vll.getr\)at1Uentworks. In this way the reclamation
qf>purifiedefl'Iuents for re-use would be promoted.
+p§tal.ldsto reason that industrial effluents should be
,4i§~llargedinto municipal sewers the better to control
pqllution and promote re-use. On the other hand, it

!' iSyssentia1 that local authorities institute strict control
, !t).~<l$uresbecause effluents from some industries con-

t~i~chel1licalsthat detrimentally affect the re-use value
.of-thetreated effluent.

(!7) Water savings in power generation

,<;~~eC1uantity of water consumed per unit sent out
Y~ResJrom 0·006 m3 (1'3 gallons) per kWh in the old

,st~~ions to 0·004 m3 (0'9 gallon) per kWh in the
rnoqem stations.

!:l'ests.cllrren.tlybeing. un.dertaken by ESCOM hold
l'Qspects of reducing the water con.sumption in.
'coolin.g'systems to about 0·003 m3 (0'6 galIon)
):lit.sent out.

.,••.•.•y~ftheuse of "dry" cooling systems, with which
""E~pQM has· already made a start, proves technicalIy

a~~economicalIy acceptable, water consumption may
9.pqpto0·00068 m3 (0'15 gallon) per unit sent out.

~t,lspredicted that the instaIled capacity of power
i(§tgtiqnsjn the Republic at the close of the century
"'~f~l~e 68,000 MW. If it be accepted that half the

~Ilt\rgydemand at that time wiII be met by nuclear
pq""erstations located at the coast and the remainder
fl'()1l1 coal-fired stations in the interior, the capacity
o~inland stations, allowing appropriate load factors,
!"Icil1i,be45,000 MW. If "wet" cooling is then still

, in'use, the water consumption for power generation
:be1227x 103 m3d. (270 m.g.d.), of which an
eiableproportion wiII be derivedfrolll· the Usutu
lex. On the other hand, if all neW coal-fired
nsbeyond the first 10;000MW are equipped with
ooIingsystems, the water consumption for power

ge~¢ration at the end of the century wiIlbe only
51'V4>< 103 m3 d. (Il2·S m.g.d.). The possibility of

,. bringil1gabout savings of such magnitude dearly calls
i' }orefforts in this direction to be pursued with energy
!(a1,19.perseverance.

iF i;:!.lYll1aking full use of the Republic's small but
y~I..vablehydro power potential, by importing power
f,f91l1 contiguous regions, by establishing nuclear sta-

at the coast, and by adopting water-saving
llres at coal-fired power stations, much can be

q~t\ to.reduce water consumption. It is nevertheless
(\videntthat appreciable quantities of water wiII have'
lobe reserved for power generation purposes.

,Gl&).!l1Jprovement of irrigation techniques

:,)~gris~lture is by far thelUajor consumer of water.
'iep.t;()9gtr:oland utilisation. of water by this sector
t\f~fQreof ,utmost importance in the drawiIlg up
•national water plan for the futUre.

'rhere/seems little doubt that the irrigation techniques
9~rl'entlyemployed and the irrigation scheme layouts

adopted often lead to waste of water. Leaky dams and
furrows alld faulty physical planning are also
responsible for wastage of wat~r. ReslJ]tant water,"
logging and brack are aggravated by the fact that in
the planning and l'!Y0utof irrigation schemes adequate
provision has not always been made for effective
drainage systems.

Among many irrigation farmers, knowledge of the
basic requirements of efficient irrigation and water
utilisation is lacking.

Enlightenment of farmers in the agricultural and
engineering aspects of irrigation practice must enjoy
high priority otherwise efficient use of irrigation water
will not be achieved. Such enlightenment should be
closely linked with the provision of water by the
Department of Water Affairs and, consistent with good
farming practices, emphasis should be laid on economic
aspects in order to achieve the maximum yield per
unit of water. To promote enlightenment in basic know-
ledge it is regarded as essential that an irrigation
research institute be established where the relevant
departments and other organisations can co-operate
in this sphere.

The planning and development of irrigation schemes
should 110t be over-hasty and must not precede the
acquisition of essential information, such as the results
of soil sUrveys. For rational planning it is necessary
that a master plan be compiled by aH interested organi-
sations, in which all facets are gathered together to
form a unit and are evolved according to plan. Success
demands the closest co-operation and co-ordination
among the various departments and other interested
organisations. In the past this essential requirement
has very seldom been met.

Thorough knowledge and evaluation of the soil forms
the basis of efficient planning of an irrigation project
and this can be gained only if effective soil surveys
precede the planning. Because of inadequate staff.
however, it has seldom been possible to complete the
necessary soil surveys.

The Commission is of the opinion that, if the short-
comings referred to can be overcome, the struggle
towards a 2S%saving of irrigation water per unit of
production can succeed.

Very great advantages in the management and
practical utilisation of OUr water resources would
foHow if a measure of reliability could be achieved
in the long-term forecasting of climatological condi-
tions. If rainfaH for a year ahead could be predicted
with some certainty, advance decisions could be taken,
with the result that the available water resources could
be more efficiently utilised.

For some time past, attempts have been made to
establish a correlation between rainfaH and sunspot
cycles, but in South Africa there seems to be little
connection between sunspot activity, or changes in the
intensity of sunspot activity, and rainfall.

Bearing in minci the enormous capacity for heat
storage in the oceans compared with that of the atmo-
sphere, there can be no doubt that long-term insolation
changes are reflected in the sea and thus affect atmo-
spheric. tlubulence. Consequently it is possible that
major long-cycle fluctuations in the weather are brought
about by measurable changes in the oceans. Attempts



are currently being made on an international scale to
acquire the necessary oceanographic data with the aid
of sophisticated electronic devices.

The Commission regards it essential that research and
attempts to acquire the necessary data to make long-
term weather forecasting possible be actively supported.

It is estimated that only about 5% to 10% of the
moisture content of the air mass moving over a country
reaches the ground surface in the form of rain or snow.
Methods of extracting and using more of the remaining
moisture have already enjoyed much attention but con-
siderable research is still needed. According to tests
carried out elsewhere, condensation of moisture drop-
lets in a cloud can be triggered by the artificial intro-
duction of suitable nuclei such as silver iodide and
indications are that in favourable circumstances rainfall
can be increased by as much as 20 %. Another possi-
bility is the extraction of moisture from the atmosphere
by means of condensation screens. At this juncture it
is not possible to say with certainty to what extent our
water resources can be augmented through activities of
this type. It is considered essential, however, that
research in these spheres be promoted by the Depart-
ment of Water Affairs in collaboration with the Weather
Bureau and other suitable bodies, such as the C.S.I.R.

Analyses of the characteristics of South Africa's
climate, and the circumstances associated with the
Occurrence of deserts alongside oceans, inland seas and
lakes, indicate that the building of dams or the creation
of lakes, as envisaged by the so-called Schwarz Scheme,
would have practically no influence on rainfall in South
Africa.

Our water resources, whether underground or surface,
have their origin in the rainfall. Rainfall and runoff,
however, fluctuate from season to season and from year
to year, and losses are suffered through evaporation.
The larger the capacity of storage dams, and the lower
the rate of evaporation, the greater the degree of
control we can exercise over our water resources. If
storage provision were to be infinite and evaporation
nil, river flow could be regulated to a constant value
equivalent to the long-term mean annual runoff.

The difficulty in the Republic, however, is that runoff
is extremely erratic and that evaporation rates are
inordinately high. If utilisation is restricted merely to
the assured yield, which is fixed by the most severe
drought to be expected, large quantities of water would
during normal and wet years be lost by evaporation or
would escape over the spillways of dams. It would be
far better to use surplus waters for purposes that do
not demand a very high guarantee than to allow large
quantities of water to escape from storages that are held
as full as possible to guarantee yield during the most
severe drought. If we can categorise demands according
to priority, and therefore according to the degree of
assurance with which the demands must be met,
storages could be so regulated as to satisfy requirements
in optimal manner.

A variable draft policy is especially applicable to the
management of a n:mlti-purpose sc.hemeor one com-
prising linked catchments having different evaporation

rates and meeting various kinds of demands. By
employing sophisticated modern techniques it is possible
to predict, six months in advance, the storage reserves
needed to satisfy the various uses according to the
required degree of assurance. In years of normal or
better than normal runoff appreciable quantities of
water that otherwise would be lost can be beneficially
used for irrigation, for which a high degree of assUrance
is .not imperative. During a year of poor runbfi' the
supply would have to be appropriately curtailed.

Farmers can be informed prior to planting time as to
the available water supply. By these means water
utilisation efficiency in a multi-purpose scheme can be
increased by between 10 and 20%. It must be recog-
nised, however, that major fluctuations in the water
supply to irrigation schemes may have undesirable
agricultural and economic repercussions. The degree to
which the variable draft policy can be employed must
therefore be thoroughly investigated under guidance of
the proposed Water Affairs Committee.

As the various centres to be supplied increase in
number and become more diversified and as the water
sources to be exploited multiply, so decisions as to the
best sequence of development of the various resources
and operational procedures to be adopted become more
complex. Advanced techniques based on systems
analyses have been designed to ensure the optimal
management of multi-purpose multi-unit schemes.
Application of systems engineering methods by experts
in this field can lead to appreciable increases in the
assured usable yield. The Commission considers that
these methods of planning and managing our water
resource developments should be adopted and that
suitable personnel be recruited and trained in the
techniques.

(23) Adoption of a suitable price policy

The application of a realistic price policy that reflects
underlying scarcities is one of the most efficient ways of
ensuring the effective exploitation of a country's
resources. In a free economy it is moreover the best
way of effecting a balance between supply and demand
and preventing waste of a scarce commodity. It is there-
fore undesirable that the price of water, either to the
urban or tathe agricultural sector, be keptartifieially
depressed through administrative decisions.

In the past, water has largely been regarded as .an
asset provided free by nature, and the unrealistically
low prices paid by farmers on Government irrigation
schemes do not even cover the operation and main-
tenance costs. Such a policy has had the deleterious
effect of encouraging the wasteful use of water. Farm
budgeting data reveal that in the Republic water rates
constitute a lower percentage of production costs than
in other countries and that water costs represent a
negligible proportion of the gross costs of crop produc-
tion under irrigation. Moreover, it is clear that the
production costs of most crops are relatively insensitive
to water rates, with the result that there is litHe incen-
tive for irrigators to use water sparingly. The solution
to the problem is that water rates must be raised asa
spur to the achievement of higher efficiency through
the better use of all the factors at stake. Where water
to a much greater extent than. soil, is the limiting factor
for irrigation schemes,. and likely always· to be far more



soil, it is essential that irrigation farmers pay
more attention to the yield per unit of the scarce
thrlouj;~h the optimal combination of both asso-

It is only prescribing realistic prices
reflect the scarcity value

this objective can be

it is regarded as fully justifiable
water rates at existing schemes till
operating and maintenance costs are
for all new schemes this approach

commencement. In so far as possible,
also be made towards overhead

adequate water will in future be not
problem but to an even greater extent

regional. problem. The planning of catchments
units will be demanded as well as the

linkages of the resources of contiguous

aim in formulating plans for individual
ents and their mutual coupling should be the

~st~~lishmel1t of a broad directive for the optimum
';;ii\IS(l; or combination of uses, of the water resources with

ptd'lision for the future needs of the region.

l~l"eis, in the Republic, fortunately no legal restric-
r the transfer of water from one river basin to
..Tl1is does not, however, relieve the authorities

with such transfers· of the responsibility for
g very c£~reful cost-benefit comparisons, not

·p.:the region of origin but also in the water-
illgregion.

solution of our water problems will in future
the conveyance of more and more water over
and longer distances. To provide for our large
olit<j.nregions, and some of our new industrial
and jrrigation projects, the linking of neigh-

catc1urlents will be an essential requirement.
s demands the thorough planning of our water
urces. to ensure that optimum benefits will accrue

whole country. In applying this policy, socio-
. lie principles that embrace the interests of the
yas a whole rather than the mere sentimental

e,ographical considerations must be decisive.

c;apitalexpenditure on the development ot our
t~rl'espurces

tenanceof a balance between supply and de-
ill itl fl,lture call for huge and steadily increasing

1: "j(B"Ilditl,lr.es.Spending of funds for the develop-
qf.5Wr water resources has in fact been increasing
ly·qver the past years and the trend will no d0ubt
L'i'h.e reasons for this are. to be found, first, in
dustri~ilisation of the South African economy and
cOtlcomitant urbanisation of the population,
dlx;il1the fact that the more accessible and less
slveschemes have already been completed and,
y,jrlthatwater will in future have to be conveyed
teadily increasing distances. According to esti-
'at present prices, the annual capital expenditure
State Ohthe development of our water resources
se·fronl.RlOO million during the 1970's to R200
I). during the eighties and to R410 million by the

end of the century. For the local and regional distribu-
tion of water, local authorities will have to incur
appreciable additional capital outlays amounting by
the close of the century to R125 million per annum.

(26) Planned development at the Republic's water
supplies

The objective of planning is to achieve the optimal
development and use of the country's water resources
and this requires co-ordination with general economic
and physical planning. Planning is thus an injFr-
disciplinary process and a never-ending task.

In the past our water resources have been developed
largely on an ad hoc basis-projects were designed and
executed to meet clearly established immediate needs
but with an inadequate rational basis for the determina-
tion of priorities, and the optimal scale and sequence
of development projects. Information provided in
White Papers is usually aimed at justifying a particular
scheme but is inadequate from the point of view of the
cost-benefit analysis of projects generally. Frequently
also the proposals are based on inadequate preliminary
physical and economic investigations and analyses. The
result is that the right scheme is not always tackled at
the right time.

Planning of our water resources must be thorough,
however, not only because of the importance of pro-
viding adequate supplies to maintain life and for the
advancement of the people, but also because of the
enormous capital expenditure required for major water
schemes.

For the effective utilisation of our limited resources
proper socio-economic evaluations of projects are indis-
pensable. These require careful weighing of all the
benefits-direct as well as indirect and intangible-
against the associated costs. Only in this way can it be
assured that, with the many other investments competing
for the scarce financial and other productive resources
of the land, a given project can be socio-economically
justified.

Co-ordination of water development with general
economic development is especially imperative to ensure
that the scarce water resources are effectually exploited
to provide for the future needs of the various sectors
of the national economy.

Till now our water resources have been developed
primar'ily for irrigation purposes. Because of the con-
tinually rising proportional contribution of manufac-
turing industry to employment and to the gross national
product, the Commission is convinced that justifiable
industrial development and the resultant future urbani-
sation of the population must be promoted by the fair
apportionment of water among all sectors of the
economy. In future allocations of water to irrigation
development the same socio-economic considerations
must apply as hold for the other sectors. Of the avail-
able supplies at the big schemes-the Orange and
Pongola-a substantial share must also be reserved for
industrial and urban development.

Neither on economic nor on strategic grounds is there
any urgent need for the large-scale provision of addi-
tional water for irrigation within the foreseeable future.
Emphasis should far rather be placed on raising the
productivity of agriculture and animal husbandry on
the already available dryland and irrigation soils and


